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Background: The definition of tall cell variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (TCV-PTC) depends

on the articles, and the defined cytological findings characteristic of TCV-PTC have not yet been

fully analyzed. This study aimed to establish the cytological characteristics of TCV-PTC.

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the smears of 19 TCV-PTC and 50 conventional PTC (C-

PTC) cases.

Results: Palisaded pattern with the nuclei locating at the base of tall columnar carcinoma cells

was seen in 94.7% of TCV-PTCs, and the incidence was significantly higher than that of C-PTCs

(P < .0001). The palisaded pattern tended to appear at the periphery of the cell clusters. Isolated

tall columnar carcinoma cells were present in 89.5% of TCV-PTCs. The incidence was signifi-

cantly higher than that of C-PTC (P = .0001). Tombstone appearance was identified in 78.9% of

TCV-PTCs, but not in C-PTCs. Spindle-like carcinoma cells with tapering cytoplasmic end

appeared in 68.4% and 12.0% of TCV-PTC and C-PTC, respectively (P < .0001). The cytoplasm

of TCV-PTC was densely stained and its cell border was distinct. Cytoplasmic elongation toward

an outside of the cell clusters was observed in 89.5% of TCV-PTCs.

Conclusion: It is the most important to identify the presence of the tall columnar carcinoma cells

on the cytological preparations, in order to distinguish TCV-PTC from C-PTC. We propose five

cytological findings indicating TCV-PTC, (1) palisaded pattern, (2) tall columnar cells with the

heights of at least three times their widths, (3) tombstone appearance, (4) spindle-like carcinoma

cells, and (5) cytoplasmic elongation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common malignancy

arising in the thyroid, generally shows an excellent prognosis, and has

several variants in addition to conventional PTC.1–3 Tall cell variant

(TCV) of PTC shows aggressive biological behavior, and frequently has

extrathyroidal extension, nodal metastasis, and distant metastasis.1–9

Histologically, TCV-PTC is characterized by a presence of tall colum-

nar carcinoma cells with nuclear features of PTC, but the definition

and proportion of the tall columnar carcinoma cells depend on the

articles. Several authors defined the tall columnar carcinoma cells as a

height greater than twice its width.4–6,8 However, WHO classifica-

tion2 and the 2017 Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopa-

thology (2017 TBSRTC)1 described that the heights of carcinoma cells

require three times their widths. The percentage of tall columnar car-

cinoma cells needed in TCV-PTC varies in the literature, and ranges

10%-75%.4,5,8–11
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Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is a reliable tool preopera-

tively to diagnosis PTC. According to some reports describing the

cytological finding of TCV-PTC, the carcinoma cells exhibit large

polygonal cells or elongated cells with increased intranuclear cytoplas-

mic inclusions, abundant cytoplasm, cytoplasmic tail, and distinct cell

border.1,5,7,8 “Soap bubble appearance” is frequently observed in

TCV-PTCs.5,8 However, we think that it is difficult to make a diagnosis

of TCV-PTC based on such findings. In addition, considering the con-

troversial definition on TCV-PTC, the defined cytological findings of

the carcinoma cells characteristic of TCV-PTC have not yet been fully

analyzed. In this report, we aimed to establish the cytological charac-

teristics of TCV-PTC in comparing cytological specimens of 19 TCV-

PTCs and 50 conventional PTCs (C-PTCs).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

We reviewed pathology report database of 8705 patients with PTC

that underwent surgery at Kuma Hospital from January 2008 to

December 2015, and extracted 23 patients with TCV-PTC (0.3%) with

preoperative FNAC among them. The patients included 20 women

and 3 men, with a mean age of 65 years (range, 25-85 years). We

reviewed clinical data obtained from medical records of Kuma Hospi-

tal. Ultrasonographically, the greatest dimension of the tumors ranged

from 0.6 to 6.5 cm (mean, 3.0 cm). A histological diagnosis of TCV-

PTC required the following: (1) tall columnar carcinoma cells (a height

greater than three times its width) in greater than 50% of tumor nod-

ules, (2) nuclear features typical of PTC, and (3) no necrosis (Figure 1).

We excluded the other carcinomas composed of tall columnar carci-

noma cells, such as columnar cell variant PTC, Warthin tumor-like

PTC, cribriform variant PTC, and metastatic colonic carcinoma.

Ultrasound-guided FNAC was performed using a 22-gauge needle

without local anesthesia. The smears were produced using a press and

release method,12 and were stained with Papanicolaou stain. When

bloody samples were aspirated, we removed the blood components

by tilting the preparations immediately after the smearing.12 Accord-

ing to the original cytology reports, there were four nondiagnostic or

unsatisfactory cases. The remaining 19 cases were reported as malig-

nant. The estimated diagnoses were PTC in 18 and PTC or poorly dif-

ferentiated carcinoma in 1. Among them, one case was suspected

TCV-PTC. Then, we retrospectively analyzed the smears of 19 TCV-

PTC cases that cytological specimens were sufficient. In addition, we

examined 50 C-PTC cases that we had experienced in 2017, in order

to compare with TCV-PTC. Statistical significance of the data was

determined using Fisher's probability test; P < .05 was considered sta-

tistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

The cytological findings of the aspirates obtained from the 19 TCV-

PTC and 50 C-PTC cases are summarized in Table 1.

3.1 | Background

Lymphocytes were less frequently seen in TCV-PTC (5.3%) than C-

PTC (32.0%), and there was significantly difference (P < .05). Watery

colloid was not observed in TCV-PTC. The incidence of ropy colloid

was higher in TCV-PTC (31.6%) than C-PTC (16.0%).

3.2 | Arrangement

The carcinoma cells of TCV-PTC were cohesive, and predominantly

isolated cell pattern was rare (5.3%). Most of TCV-PTC and C-PTC

exhibited papillary and monolayered sheet-like pattern. The papillary

pattern appeared in 89.5% of TCV-PTC and 82.0% of C-PTC. Follicu-

lar arrangement was not observed in TCV-PTC, but 46.0% in C-PTC.

Palisaded pattern with the nuclei locating at the base of the tall

columnar carcinoma cells was in 94.7% of TCV-PTCs, and the inci-

dence was significantly higher than that of C-PTCs (P < .0001)

(Figure 2). The nuclei were overlapped and located on the basal side

of the carcinoma cells. Three TCV-PTCs showed solid pattern, but no

C-PTCs showed the pattern (Figure 3).

3.3 | Cell shape

The tall columnar carcinoma cells were observed in 89.5% and 36.0%

of TCV-PTC and C-PTC, respectively (P = .0001). The tall columnar

cells were observed as palisaded pattern (Figure 4), isolated cells

(Figure 5), or at the periphery of the large cell clusters (Figure 2). The

polarity was almost preserved, and the nuclei were located at the base

of the carcinoma cells. The tall columnar carcinoma cells occasionally

showed tombstone appearance (Figure 5), which was identified in

78.9% of TCV-PTCs. No C-PTC with tombstone appearance was

observed. Spindle-like carcinoma cells with tapering cytoplasmic end

appeared in 68.4% and 12.0% of TCV-PTC and C-PTC, respectively

(P < .0001) (Figure 6). In two TCV-PTCs, the spindle-like carcinoma

cells occupied more than half of carcinoma.

3.4 | Cytoplasm

The cytoplasm of TCV-PTC was densely stained and its cell border

was distinct, but not typical oxyphilic (Figures 4 and 5). Cytoplasmic

FIGURE 1 Histology of tall cell variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma.

The carcinoma cells show a height greater than three times its width.
(HE stain, 200×)
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TABLE 1 Cytological findings of tall cell variant and conventional papillary thyroid carcinomas

Cytological findings Tall cell variant (n = 19) Conventional (n = 50) P

Background Foam cells 4 (21.1%) 11 (22.0%) N.S.

Lymphocytes 1 (5.3%) 16 (32.0%) .0274

Multinucleated giant cells 13 (68.4%) 28 (56.0%) N.S.

Watery colloid 0 (0.0%) 8 (16.0%) N.S.

Ropy colloid 6 (31.6%) 8 (16.0%) N.S.

Psammoma bodies 0 (0.0%) 2 (4.0%) N.S.

Arrangement Papillary 17 (89.5%) 41 (82.0%) N.S.

Follicular 0 (0.0%) 23 (46.0%) .0001

Monolayered sheet-like 17 (89.5%) 49 (98.0%) N.S.

Trabecular 1 (5.3%) 0 (0.0%) N.S.

Solid 3 (15.8%) 0 (0.0%) .0185

Predominantly isolated 1 (5.3%) 6 (12.0%) N.S.

Palisaded 18 (94.7%) 8 (16.0%) <.0001

Cell shape Round or oval 6 (31.6%) 50 (100.0%) <.0001

Tall columnar 17 (89.5%) 18 (36.0%) .0001

Tombstone appearance 15(78.9%) 0 (0.0%) <.0001

Spindle-like 13 (68.4%) 6 (12.0%) <.0001

Cytoplasm Densely stained 18 (94.7%) 25 (50.0%) .0006

Distinct cell border 17 (89.5%) 19(38.0%) .0001

Cytoplasmic elongation 17 (89.5%) 24 (48.0%) .0021

Septated intracytoplasmic vacuoles 0 (0.0%) 4 (8.0%) N.S.

Pseudokeratinization 5 (26.3%) 5 (10.0%) N.S.

Nucleus Ground glass appearance 1 (5.3%) 7 (14.0%) N.S.

Cytoplasmic inclusions 17 (89.5%) 41 (82.0%) N.S.

Soap bubble appearance 8 (42.1%) 14 (28.0%) N.S.

Grooves 19 (100.0%) 49 (98.0%) N.S.

Overlapping 13 (68.4%) 8 (16.0%) .0001

Various-sized 1 (5.3%) 2 (4.0%) N.S.

Multilobated 2 (10.5%) 7 (14.0%) N.S.

Mitotic figure 3 (15.8%) 7 (14.0%) N.S.

N.S.: Not significant P > .05.
The characteristic findings for the tall cell variant are written in bold letters.

FIGURE 2 A palisaded arrangement composed of tall columnar

carcinoma cells is seen at the periphery of large cell nest. The nuclei
are overlapped and located on the basal side of the carcinoma cells.
(Papanicolaou stain, 200×)

FIGURE 3 The carcinoma cells show large solid cell clusters. Neither

papillary nor follicular pattern is seen. (Papanicolaou stain, 100×)
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elongation toward an outside of the cell clusters was observed in

89.5%% of TCV-PTCs (P = .0021) (Figure 7). Septated intracytoplas-

mic vacuoles were not observed in TCV-PTCs. In 26.3% of TCV-PTCs,

the carcinoma cells with pink to orangophilic cytoplasm (pseudokerati-

nization) were seen (Figure 8).

3.5 | Nuclei

The incidences of ground glass appearance, intranuclear cytoplasmic

inclusions, nuclear grooves, and nuclear overlapping in TCV-PTC were

5.3%, 89.5%, 100.0%, and 68.4%, respectively. Among them, the inci-

dence of overlapping nuclei in TCV-PTCs was significantly higher

(P = .0001), compared with C-PTCs (16.0%) (Figure 9). On the inci-

dences of the soap bubble appearance, there were no significant

between TCV-PTC and C-PTC (Figure 10).

4 | DISCUSSION

Diagnostic criteria of TCV-PTC depend on the literature. The tall cells

have been generally defined as at least twice as tall as their

widths.4–6,8 However, C-PTC can be actually composed of tall colum-

nar carcinoma cells consistent with the criterion.10 WHO classification

and 2017 TBSRTC described that the heights of carcinoma cells are

three times their widths.1,2 The percentage of tall columnar carcinoma

cells needed in TCV-PTC varies, and ranges 10%-75%.4,5,8–10 In this

study, in order to clarify cytological features characteristic of TCV-

PTC, we adopted the strict criteria, the heights of at least three times

their widths and more than 50% of the tumor, which was used in the

study by Ito et al.11

In order to distinguish TCV-PTC from C-PTC, it is the most impor-

tant to identify the presence of the tall columnar carcinoma cells on

the cytological preparations. In this study, the palisaded pattern com-

posed of the tall columnar carcinoma cells tended to be observed at

the periphery of large cell clusters. The nuclei were crowded and

located on the basal side of the carcinoma cells. We think that the

findings are the most understandable and reliable to recognize the tall

FIGURE 4 Tall columnar carcinoma cells showing palisaded pattern.

The nuclei are basilary located, and the cytoplasm is densely stained.
(Papanicolaou stain, 200×)

FIGURE 5 Tall columnar carcinoma cells with abundant and deeply

stained cytoplasm appear as isolated cells. Some of them show
tombstone appearance (arrows). (Papanicolaou stain, 400×)

FIGURE 7 The carcinoma cells show cytoplasmic elongation (arrows)

toward the outside of the cluster. (Papanicolaou stain, 400×)

FIGURE 6 Spindle-like carcinoma cells with tapering cytoplasmic end

(arrows). (Papanicolaou stain, 400×)
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columnar configuration. Solomon et al. described that nuclear overlap-

ping appeared to be more pronounced in specimens of C-PTC as com-

pared with TCV-PTC.5 We agree with the findings on isolated

carcinoma cells, because the carcinoma cells have abundant cyto-

plasm. However, it should be noted that the carcinoma cells appearing

as cell clusters showed nuclear crowding. We think that cytoplasmic

elongation toward the outside of the cell clusters also reflects the tall

columnar configuration, because they appeared in the same place as

the tall columnar carcinoma cells with palisaded pattern. The findings

have been described as tapering cytoplasmic tail, tail-like cell, tadpole

cell, or elongated cell.5,7–9 It is described that the cytoplasmic tails

extend from the basal portion of the carcinoma cells.9 However, we

disagree with the view. The tall carcinoma cells have basally located

nuclei and abundant cytoplasm occupies the luminal side. The cyto-

plasmic elongation appears at the outside of the cell clusters. There-

fore, we think that the cytoplasmic elongation must exist at the

luminal side of the carcinoma cells, and the appearance is probably

due to cytoplasmic degeneration during the smearing and staining.

The term “tail” means the rear or bottom end of the body. Luminal

and basal sides of columnar cells correspond to the head and bottom,

respectively. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use the term “tail” for

the cytoplasmic elongation existing at the luminal side.

When the carcinoma cells individually appeared, it is easy to rec-

ognize the tall columnar configuration. Such carcinoma cells occasion-

ally appeared as spindle-like carcinoma cells with tapering cytoplasmic

end. The findings seem to be due to cytoplasmic degeneration. The

similar findings were described as features of cribriform variant of

PTC containing the tall columnar carcinoma cells.12 Some carcinoma

cells showed tombstone appearance, in which both luminal and basal

borders were horizontal. Tombstone cells are isolated tall columnar

carcinoma cells and are described as one of cytological findings of

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.13 The isolated carcinoma cells with

tombstone appearance might keep the cell shape without cytoplasmic

degeneration.

Thyroid carcinomas composed of the tall columnar carcinoma

cells, including columnar cell variant PTC, Warthin tumor-like PTC,

cribriform variant PTC, and metastatic colonic carcinoma, could be dif-

ferential diagnoses of TCV-PTC. However, it is not difficult to distin-

guish TCV-PTC from the four carcinomas. Columnar cell variant PTC

and metastatic colonic carcinoma are characterized by nuclear pseu-

dostratification, a paucity of nuclear pseudoinclusions and grooves,

and dark and granular chromatin pattern.14,15 Warthin tumor-like PTC

exhibits abundant lymphocytes on the background.15 Cribriform vari-

ant of PTC occurs in young patients and shows cribriform pattern,

morules, and peculiar nuclear clearing.12

Solomon et al. reported that soap-bubble type intranuclear cyto-

plasmic inclusions appeared in cases of TCV-PTC, but not observed in

any C-PTC.5 Lee et al. described that the finding is helpful in the diag-

nosis of TCV-PTC.16 In our study, however, the incidence (42.1%) of

soap-bubble appearance in TCV-PTC was higher than that (28.0%) in

C-PTC, but there was no statistical significant. Then, soap-bubble type

intranuclear cytoplasmic inclusions are not specific to TCV-PTC. We

should not overestimate them in the diagnosis of TCV-PTC.

The cytoplasm of TCV-PTC is often eosinophilic, but has not

cytoplasmic granularity.8–10 Therefore, it does not belong to Hürthle

FIGURE 8 The two carcinoma cells are polyhedral in shape, and the

cytoplasm is orangophilic. The appearance is similar to keratinized
squamous cells, but squamous differentiation is not histologically
identified in resected specimens. (Papanicolaou stain, 400×)

FIGURE 9 The nuclei were overlapped, and the nuclear membrane

(arrow) is thickened. (Papanicolaou stain, 1000×)

FIGURE 10 The nuclei of the carcinoma cells show cytoplasmic

inclusions and grooving. Soap bubble type cytoplasmic inclusions
(arrow) are noted. (Papanicolaou stain, 1000×)
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cell carcinomas. Actually, the abundant cytoplasm seen in our cases

was densely stained, but not granular. Distinct cell border is also one

of the features in TCV-PTC.5,8,9,16 Concerning the finding, we demon-

strated the statistical difference between TCV-PTC and C-PTC. How-

ever, we think that both eosinophilic cytoplasm and distinct cell

border are not helpful in diagnosing TCV-PTC, because the findings

can be seen even in C-PTC.

In conclusion, it is the most important to identify the presence of

the tall columnar carcinoma cells on the cytological preparations, in

order to distinguish TCV-PTC from C-PTC. We propose five cytologi-

cal findings indicating TCV-PTC, (1) palisaded pattern, (2) tall columnar

cells with the heights of at least three times their widths, (3) tomb-

stone appearance, (4) spindle-like carcinoma cells, and (5) cytoplasmic

elongation.
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